CHEST TUBES

**Ingredients**

- Section of pork ribs
- Basin
- Flat cover with opening of 15 cm diameter
- Opsite
- Foam “donut ring” holder or wet towel rolled to form a “donut ring”
- Artificial skin
- Skin stapler
Steps

1. Cover the basin with the flat cover so that the circular opening is on top of the basin

2. Position donut ring on the cover and secure with scotch tape

3. Apply 1 layer of opsite on top of the donut ring

4. Position a section of pork ribs on top of the opsite (section should include several ribs to simulate lower part of the chest)

5. Cover the ribs with second layer of opposite
6. Position a skin pad on top of a prominent portion of the ribs matching the opening underneath

7. Staple skin to the ribs

8. Orient the model towards the student or orient the model to represent left or right side of the patient's chest